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POLE ALSO

PLEASING TO HIS FRIENDS
Report That Peary Had Reached the
North Pole.
Washington, Sept.7 —"That dispatch
from Peary moans that he has finally
achieved what he has so lonR boen
after," said Henry Gannett, an eld
friend of Peary's and vice presid* nt
of the National Geographical society.
"I am awfully glad that he has got
ten to the North pole, whether he was
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Threat Made by Men Behind Revolt.
the good old way raising children by
New York, Sept. 7.—While William j guess, hearsay 'and superstition. As
or Leave Orders With Hackt tt & Sutton
a movement will be launched at once
Barcelona, Spain, Sept. 7. —Fifteen Hobby, a wealthy resident of Mount a conseqrenre, the first ehl'dren in
to give him a rousing reception when
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Pittsburg. Sept. 7.—Condition* at
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porting to have come from Dr. Cook
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ment that has held the civilized world
From Peary.
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The telegram to Mr. Bridgruan was Glasgow. The steamer is 400 feet the charges were made by Dudding
at the result of her refusal to listen
Bent in cipher. The cipher used was long, forty-two feet beam and has
to his attentions and a damage suit Widespread Earthquake of Short Du
a private one and indicates clearly tonnage of 2,837.
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Dudding went to the office of Su
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Cook arrived at Copenhagen and was
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Spanish Authorities Fear a
Second Revolution.
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Simply States That American MELVILLE BELIEVES PEARY
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